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Paper #833Abstract: The CHGIS data model tracks change over time using a row-versioned database linked to spatial objects in ArcGIS. Each row represents one instance of change in place name, feature type, or spatial object. Relational tables keep track of temporal sequence and administrative hierarchy relationships. In this paper we introduce the data model and approaches to cross-time analysis, including working examples of methods for automatically generating spatial units that are comparable across multiple time frames. These analytical transformations are managed with Arc/Info region subclasses and can be applied to any areal units whose boundaries change over time.



Data Models for History in GIS

History for historians or data managers?
Arc/Info Coverage model or Geodatabase?
Transactional model or Versioning?
ESRI White Paper: “Modeling and Using History”
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If you search the ESRI web site for the term “history,” not surprisingly most of what you’ll find comes from a data management perspective, not the perspective of academic historians.  The typical GIS database aims to represent some aspect of the world as it exists today, and it is updated periodically to reflect changes in the world as they happen.  When data managers are concerned about “history” in their databases, most likely they are focused on data quality issues:  being able to revisit a decision to change the database or to undo an error.  But if the history of changes to the database is retained, the historical data can also be valuable for analyzing change over time—in short, for history in the academic sense.  In this respect the issue of managing historical data is the same whether you’re a data manager maintaining a contemporary database or an historian reconstructing data from the past.Although this panel is highlighting the new Geodatabase approach to managing GIS data, in the interest of truth in advertising I should tell you that the CHGIS project is based in the traditional ArcGIS workstation system, with coverages and INFO tables.  Nonetheless I’ll try to make clear some of the general data modeling issues to be faced no matter which platform is being used.One more point where the CHGIS project differs from what I understand to be the current thinking at ESRI is on how historical changes are tracked.  In short, we are using a Transactional model rather than a Versioning model.  That is, every transaction—change in a county’s name or status or boundaries—results in a new record in the database.  This is different from the Versioning model that groups transactions into discrete versions of the database as of specific points in time.  For a helpful discussion of the pros and cons of these two methods and a Geodatabase implementation of the Versioning model, I’m happy to refer you to ESRI’s white paper from May 2002 on “Modeling and Using History in ArcGIS.”



Chinese History: Why GIS?

Historical continuity of records and county seats
County gazeteers and memorials as data sources
Position of counties in administrative hierarchy
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China, of course, has one of the longest continuous histories of any civilization.  The emperors and bureaucrats of successive Chinese dynasties over the centuries left a rich written record of their activities.  This record extends not only to the imperial capitals but down through the bureaucracy and across the empire to nearly every individual county.  If any of you work for county governments you’ll appreciate the words of a Qing dynasty bureaucrat who wrote that “there are only two groups of important officials in the empire:  the grand secretaries in the capital [on the one hand] and the [county] magistrates [on the other].” The governors, prefects, and other intervening levels wore fancier robes, but it was the county magistrates who really knew what was going on in the country.  They were responsible for collecting taxes, keeping order, and administering justice.  In the process they routinely sent “memorials” (memos) up to the emperor about the goings-on in their jurisdictions.  In addition, they periodically compiled gazetteers that recorded the official history of their counties.  From the memorials and gazetteers that have survived, we have wealth of qualitative and quantitative data about the local society, economy, and environment dating back at least to the Song dynasty (1000 years ago) if not further.  Those of us here who work with GIS would immediately see that, by cataloging these records by the spatial location of each county, historians would be able to apply all sorts of spatial analyses to these interesting data sets.  And indeed one historian, the late Professor Robert Hartwell, began nearly 15 years ago the process of linking old county records to the locations of present-day counties.  But a number of problems emerged:  although many present-day county seats have been county seats for centuries, often their names and their jurisdictions have changed.  In fact, those changes themselves are of interest to historians, since they often come about as the imperial bureaucracy reorganized itself to face some new problem.  (For that matter, local governments in China today have just been undergoing yet another major reorganization.)



The Chinese Historical GIS Project

Main project goals
Create a database of historical    

administrative geography
Provide a common framework for 
georeferencing historical materials

Offer a GIS platform for spatio-temporal 
analysis

Other historical GIS projects:
Great Britain Historical GIS
US National Historical GIS
TimeMap (University of Sydney)
Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative
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Professor Hartwell bequeathed his scholarly work including his GIS data to the Harvard Yenching Institute, prompting the creation of the Chinese Historical GIS project.  After considering other projects’ approaches, it was decided that, rather than relying on present-day county boundaries, it would be better to reconstruct the entire history of county seats from the historical record.  The experts of the Center for Historical Geography at Fudan University in Shanghai signed on to develop a new GIS database that meets the main project goals listed here.CHGIS released its first product in 2002:  a CD-ROM containing Arc/Info coverages representing the administrative geography of the Qing dynasty, circa 1820, along with base map coverages of towns, topography, rivers, and so forth.  (Even the rivers are historicized:  in the nineteenth century the Yellow River flowed south rather than north of the Shandong peninsula!)  Presently CHGIS is engaged in taking the administrative boundaries back further in time.  This has already been done for most of southeastern China between Shanghai and Fujian, and we’re expecting the rest of the country to follow by early 2004.  Aside from going backward in time, we need to link forward from 1911 (the end of the Qing dynasty) to contemporary China.  Very detailed GIS data already exists for counties and even townships from 1982 to 2000, so we hope to fill in this gap between 1911 and 1982. 



Today's Topic: Data Models

Three components
Textual notes
Digital map
Data Tables

–Historical Instance Table

One “Historical Instance” has
One place name
One administative status
One spatial object
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To return to today’s topic of data models, let me walk through the CHGIS data model as it has evolved to this point.  The ultimate CHGIS product includes three main components:·	First, the textual notes compiled by historians that refer to the original historical documents describing each county at a particular point in time.Second, the digital map—Arc/Info coverages that contain all of the boundaries and points that form the spatial objects in the database.And finally, the data tables, organized around the Historical Instance Table with records for each historical instance of a county or prefecture or other such administrative unit.We define an “historical instance” as a place that has the same name, administrative status, and spatial object for a set period of time.  Here are a few illustrations.



Name Change Makes Two Historical Instances
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Here at the top we see a spatial object representing a prefecture, the administrative level between provinces and counties.  The spatial object is represented by polygon #524 and exists unchanged from Time 1 to Time 2.  But at some point between those two times, this prefecture’s name is changed from Pingding to Luqiao.  So we represent this case with two records in our Historical Instance Table.



More Changes Make More Instances
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Now let’s extend this example.  Pingding’s name changes to Luqiao, then back to Pingding, then to Baoding.  And at another point in time, Pingding Prefecture (fu) is demoted, making it a county (xian).



Attributes Unchanged Through Each Instance
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Each of these changes creates a new historical instance, and each instance is recorded in the Historical Instance Table.  But so far, all of these instances refer to the same spatial object, polygon #524 in the GIS.



Administrative Hierarchy
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As the Pingding example points out, we’re interested in tracking each place’s absolute level in the administrative hierarchy:  is this a province, a prefecture, a county, or a township?  But even more important for making use of the gazetteers and other records from each level, we need to know the relative position of each place:  county X is part of prefecture A, which is part of province T.  Thus the relative position involves “part of” relationships.A simple way to represent the relative position of each county would to be to add fields to the Historical Instance Table to specify the prefecture, province, and so forth.  But this approach runs into two problems.  First, different Chinese dynasties had different numbers of layers in their administrative hierarchy, so we would need lots of columns that wouldn’t be used at all points in time.  Second, counties would be affected by changes at higher levels:  in the earlier example, when Pingding Prefecture changed its name to Luqiao Prefecture, we created a new historical instance for the prefecture.  But should we also have to create new historical instances for all of the counties within that prefecture?  We decided that this would be too cumbersome, so these “part of” relationships are managed in a separate table.



Part-Of Table

Temporal Sequence Table

Historical Instances Table
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Here at the upper left we have our Historical Instances Table.  County X, highlighted in blue, exists as a county from the year 800 to the year 1500.  It remains unchanged for that 700-year span, so it is considered one historical instance.  But interesting things are happening at the next administrative level up.  As of 1250, Prefecture A is renamed to Prefecture B.  The effect of that change on County X is tracked in our Part-Of Table.  County X is listed twice, showing that it was part of Prefecture A until 1249, then part of new Prefecture B starting in 1250.A third table links Prefecture B to its predecessor, Prefecture A; let me say a bit more about this Temporal Sequence Table.



Temporal Sequence Table
Historical Instances Table
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In the Pingding/Luqiao/Baoding example I gave earlier, the same spatial object (polygon) persisted through all of the changes in names and administrative status.  But quite often we see that boundaries of counties, prefectures, and even provinces do change.  For example:·	counties are merged to form a new county;counties are split to form new counties; orportions of one county are split off and appended to a neighboring county.The upshot of this is that we can't assume that the spatial objects of a locale will remain constant through history, so if we want to track the history of a locale, we need to represent this in the data model.  The table lists each historical instance, with one row for any and all of its historical predecessors.  In this example, counties 2, 3, and 4 were all preceded by county A, while county 1 was preceded by both counties B and C:  the result of a merger.  What counts as a predecessor?  Because we’re concerned with historical research, we interpret this broadly.  So for example, the original mission settlement at Presidio Hill could be included as a predecessor of the city of San Diego, even though the point representing the city would probably be located at the present-day city hall.This figure illustrates counties as polygons.  If we actually had reliable polygons for all of the counties at all points in time, we might not need this table.  Instead, if we were researching one county from the Qing dynasty and wanted to know what other counties had occupied that place in other times, we could use a spatial query to select the county records that overlap with it.But in practice we may only have the point locations of historical county seats, not reliable county boundaries.  A spatial query of this sort won’t work reliably for points.  And in any case, maintaining this table serves to ensure data quality, since for polygons we can use it to check the results of a spatial query against the data entered from historical documents.



Suzhou from 1367 to 1990

Sys-ID Hist-Place From To
90244 Suzhou Fu 1367 1374
90245 Suzhou Fu 1375 1723
90246 Suzhou Fu 1724 1911

333320501 Shzhou Shi 1990 1990

TablesHistorical Source Notes

Spatial Objects (Regions)

Sys-ID Name Part-Of From To
90245 Suzhou Fu Jiangnan Province 1645 1667
90245 Suzhou Fu Jiangsu Province 1667 1911

1724 19901367 1375

Sys-ID Place-Name Prec-ID Prec-Name
90245 Suzhou Fu 90244 Suzhou Fu
90245 Suzhou Fu 40385 Chongming Zhou
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So here is what the CHGIS product looks like in action.  We have here the three main components—source notes, data tables, and spatial objects—showing records for Suzhou Prefecture.  Suzhou was for centuries one of the largest cities in China, before Shanghai grew up next to it.  Let’s briefly look at each component.



Suzhou from 1367 to 1990
Historical Source Notes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For historians, the detailed historical source notes are a real treasure, giving references to all of the historical documents that were used.  They begin with a summary that goes something like this:In the eighth year of the Hongwu emperor of the Ming dynasty (1375), [Suzhou] expands its boundaries to include Chongming department from Yangzhou prefecture.  It was under Jiangnan Province under the early Qing dynasty (1645) and under Jiangsu Province [the current name for the province] in the sixth year of the Kangxi emperor (1667).  Then in the second year of the Qing dynasty’s Yongzheng emperor (1724), the boundaries were reduced by the removal of Taicang department.



Suzhou from 1367 to 1990

Sys-ID Hist-Place From To
90244 Suzhou Fu 1367 1374
90245 Suzhou Fu 1375 1723
90246 Suzhou Fu 1724 1911

333320501 Suzhou Shi 1990 1990

Sys-ID Place-Name Prec-ID Prec-Name
90245 Suzhou Fu 90244 Suzhou Fu
90245 Suzhou Fu 40385 Chongming Zhou

Sys-ID Place-Name Part-Of From To
90245 Suzhou Fu Jiangnan Province 1645 1667
90245 Suzhou Fu Jiangsu Province 1667 1911

Part-Of Table

Temporal Sequence Table

Historical Instances Table
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These notes are translated (literally and figuratively) into our data tables.  First the Historical Instance Table records each new instance, as when the boundaries of Suzhou Fu (Prefecture) change in 1375 and 1724.  (You’ll notice that we have an entry from our 1990 data set but that we don’t have the link between the end of the Qing dynasty, 1911, and the contemporary units.)The Temporal Sequence Table keeps track of the fact that instance 90245—Suzhou from the year 1375—was the result of a merger. It was preceded both by the older Suzhou and by Chongming department.And the Part-Of Table records the information that Suzhou, while itself unchanged as a historical instance, belonged first to Jiangnan province and later to Jiangsu province.



Suzhou from 1367 to 1990
Spatial Objects (Regions)

1724 1990

1367 1375
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Finally, here are the spatial objects representing Suzhou in different years.  You can see how the prefecture was expanded in 1375 and reduced in 1724.  The contemporary area under Suzhou’s direct jurisdiction is much smaller; most of the land between Suzhou and the ocean to the east is now occupied by Shanghai.  These are Arc/Info regions.  In the underlying GIS coverage…



Generating Slices in Time
“Atomic Polygons” with Regions for 

each historical instance
 Select Instances for a specific date
 Resel HistInst.dat start <= 1644 and ~      
end >= 1644

 Resel cov region.fu keyfile HistInst.dat ~ 
info fu# keyitem sys-id

 Select Arcs associated with Regions
 Resel cov.PALfu info keyfile cov region.fu ~ 
unit keyitem fu#

 Resel cov arc keyfile cov.PALfu info fu# ~ 
keyitem arc

Assign boundary symbols by            
comparing neighbors' parents
 Resel cov arc PALright//PartOfTable//part-of ~ 
<> PALleft//PartOfTable//part-of

 Calc cov arc slice1644//btype = ~ 
slice1644//btype + 1

 Arclines cov slice1644//btype ~ 
boundarysymbols.alut
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…we include every arc that forms a boundary at any point in time, as you see in the first image here.  Those arcs form what we like to call “atomic” polygons since they are the atoms—the smallest indivisible units—in the GIS.    Thus for the Suzhou example, the second image highlights in red, green, or blue the three different regions that overlap in space but not in time.To produce the the boundaries of different levels of the administrative hierarchy as they existed at different points in time, we first select the historical instances that overlap that date, then select the corresponding spatial objects (regions).  Here I’m using 1644, the beginning of the Qing dynasty.To draw these regions with appropriate boundary symbols, depending on what kind of boundary it forms at this point in time—dividing counties, prefectures, or provinces.  We can select the arcs that belong to those regions using a Polygon-Arc List (PAL).  Then we can create a new table of arcs for this slice in time and populate it by comparing whether the region on the right of each arc is part of the same higher-level unit as the region on the left, repeating this process until we reach the top level.  That produces the map of provinces and prefectures for 1644.



The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

 Comparing areal units of different sizes in space
 Aggregation effects
 Scale effects 

 MAUP compounded as units change through time
 Smallest Common Unit approach

1367

←Chongming
not in Suzhou

1375

←Chongming
in Suzhou Fu
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If I have time I’d like to mention one problem that is common to the analysis of data across space as well as time.  The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, as you will know, arises from the fact we often need to aggregate individual data measurements into spatial units.  Whether counties or census blocks or forest stands, these units usually come in different shapes and sizes and have more or less arbitrary boundaries.  Were these boundaries drawn differently—that is, if measurements were aggregated differently—we might well find different results when we analyze the data.  Similarly, how spatial units are aggregated at different scales (counties into prefectures, census blocks into tracts) also affects the outcome of analysis, even when we use per capita and per unit-area measurements.  Political units like counties are always problematic since some are big and some are small.  The first Chinese emperor was a great standardizer—he instituted things like a common written language, standard widths for roads, and so forth—but even he couldn’t make all of the counties in China the same size.  But, at least in our GIS, we can try to standardize these units, up to a point.Where there are systematic differences in how counties are drawn across the country at one point in time, it may help to aggregate counties into other, more comparable units, as I’ll show in a moment.  In an historical analysis, even the same county or prefecture can have different sizes are two different points in time.  For the Suzhou example, we wouldn’t want to conclude that the population jumped suddenly in 1375 when Chongming (the long island) was merged into the prefecture.Our approach when comparing units from two different dates is to aggregate data into the “Smallest Common Unit.”  So if we want to compare populations from 1367 and 1375, we need to ensure that the 1367 population includes the figures from Chongming, since they’ll also be included in the 1375 figures for Suzhou.  



REGIONXAREA to Identify Smallest Common Units

XAREA table gives area and 
percentage of overlap 
between pairs of regions

If overlap is not 100%, 
iteratively merge other 
regions that overlap

Calculate statistics for 
Smallest Common Unit
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In practice, the REGIONXAREA command in ArcGIS Workstation is helpful for determining whether regions from two points in time cover exactly the same area, or whether we need to generate a cross-time merger to use for our analysis.  The XAREA table gives the area and percentage of overlap between pairs of regions.  Here, it would report that 100% of the green region (representing 1367) falls within the red region (1375).  But only 90% of the red region falls within the green region.  So we need to select additional regions from 1367 that overlap with that missing 10%.  We find Chongming island and make a Smallest Common Unit that is comparable across the two dates.



The MAUP and Analytical Mergers

Cities merged with 
surrounding counties

Smallest common units
across time
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Here are two examples of these analytical mergers.  On the left we are aiming to make counties as comparable as possible.  The usual case in China is that a county includes both the urban area of a county seat and the surrounding rural area.  I’ve highlighted a number of cases where major cities have been cut out of the surrounding counties. .  (There are some places in the United States where this is also the practice—Virginia?)   As a result these city-counties appear much more urban that average, and the surrounding counties appear more rural than average.  We try to reverse this effect by analytically merging the cities back into their surrounding countiesOn the right, we see some more examples of cross-time mergers or Smallest Common Units.  The pink counties are the smallest common units that are unchanged across the time period in question, which happens to be from our analysis of modern data for 1982-1990.



Analytical Mergers: Shanghai
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One more example from our contemporary analysis:  we have quite detailed boundaries and statistics for the urban districts of Shanghai in 1990, but for analysis we merge them into a single unit that is more comparable with the scale of the surrounding counties.  Back in 1982, though, Shanghai included what is now Baoshan District to the north, and all of the 1982 statistics include that area too.  So for a cross-time analysis we have to merge them back together.



The Spatial Approach to Chinese History
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Finally, here is a brief word about the sort of analysis that this project makes possible.  By the end of the Qing dynasty around the beginning of the 20th century, eight or nine economic core zones had emerged in China.  These zones and their hinterlands form macroregions that are as large an populous as many European countries.  The differences in levels of economic development and prosperity between core and peripheral zones can be quite great, a fact which is obscured if we only look through the lens of provincial geography.  We’re learning how these cores shift over time:  as I mentioned, before the rise of Shanghai, Suzhou was the major city of the Lower Yangzi region, and Hangzhou before that.
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We’re also learning how certain areas have been persistently advantaged—or disadvantaged and exploited through history.  For example, this analysis shows that while the core areas of the Lower Yangzi region were well on their way to universal schooling for girls, peripheral areas still lag far behind.  In fact, the 1990 education rate for girls in the most peripheral zone had barely reached the level of the inner core from fifty years earlier.  These historical discoveries can suggest how present-day policy can be adjusted to extend the benefits of development to the periphery.



Methods for Space-Time Analysis:
Examples From the China Historical GIS

www.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis

Thanks to:
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For more information about CHGIS and the historical data model, you’re invited to see the project’s web page at www.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis.Mark HendersonPh.D. Candidate, University of California, BerkeleyAdvisory Committee, Chinese Historical GIS222 Mulford Hall #3114Berkeley, CA 94720 USA(510) 643-3263mhenderson94@post.harvard.eduMerrick Lex BermanProject Manager, Chinese Historical GISHarvard Yenching InstituteVanserg Hall 20, 25 Francis AvenueCambridge, MA 01238 USAmberman@fas.harvard.edu
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